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                        Production of professional shelves, leveling feet, supports for ovens and steel frames for the Ho.Re.Ca. sector.

                

            



            
            
	


                
                
		
                        
			
                            
                                âœ… We are specialized in the production of professional shelves, leveling feet, oven supports and steel frames for the Ho.Re.Ca. sector. With years of experience in the sector, we understand the importance of reliability, durability and practicality in equipment and accessories for the hospitality, catering and cafeteria sectors.

Our wide range of professional shelving is designed to meet any organization and storage need, offering robust and adaptable solutions for any type of environment. Our leveling feet provide the stability and safety needed in any workspace, while our oven stands and steel frames are built for strength and durability.

Each product is made with high quality materials, respecting the highest production standards. Our commitment is to provide tailor-made solutions for each client, considering the specific needs of his business. The main objective is to optimize space and increase the operational efficiency of our customers in the Ho.Re.Ca sector.

âœ³ï¸� COLD ROOM SHELVING: model ALUPLAST ( âž¡ï¸� read here... ) 
Cold room shelving units such as the Aluplast model present an optimal solution for storing items in cold environments, capable of withstanding temperatures plummeting to -40 degrees. Coldroom shelving designed with this model integrates aluminum uprights characterized by their rounded sections, equipped with notches that facilitate the seamless adjustment of the shelf heights, offering flexibility and convenience.

In addition, the shelves, integral components of the cold room racks system, are constructed from molded plastic and feature special ribs that enhance the structural integrity, enabling each shelf to bear significant weights, supporting up to a substantial 150 kg per shelf.

The assembly process of this modular shelf model is a breeze, devoid of any necessity for screws or specialized technical skills. Moreover, it upholds high standards of hygiene, offering easy cleaning solutions. The removable shelves, a notable feature, can be conveniently cleaned in a dishwasher, ensuring the maintenance of cleanliness is never a hassle.


âœ³ï¸� STEEL AND PLASTIC SHELVES: INOXPLAST MODEL ( âž¡ï¸� read here... )
They are shelves with round section steel uprights (35 mm section) and plastic shelves (certified polyethylene suitable for contact with food), very easy to assemble (no screws needed) and above all easy to clean. Removable shelves that can be washed in the dishwasher.

Our shelves are produced entirely in Italy and include a vast range of combinations to meet the needs of space and type of use.


âœ³ï¸� AISI 304 STAINLESS STEEL SHELVES: FORMPLAST MODEL  ( âž¡ï¸� read here... ) 
There are shelving models with square or round section uprights. Our customers use them above all for the maturation of cheeses (with micro-perforated shelves) or cured meats, in cold rooms or in all those situations in which food dictates must be kept.


âœ³ï¸� LEVELING FEET 
Professional kitchen equipment leveling feet are essential components for ensuring the stability and balance of appliances and equipment used in a commercial kitchen.

Typically, leveling feet consist of a support base and a screw or push-in end that can raise or lower the height of the equipment. In this way, the leveling feet make it possible to adjust the height of the various elements to the specific needs of the kitchen, compensating for any unevenness in the floor or adapting to different space configurations.

The leveling feet can be made of various materials, including stainless steel, brass or plastic, and can be equipped with locking devices to prevent accidental movement of the equipment during use.

In general, the leveling feet are an important component of the equipment of large professional kitchens, which help ensure a safe, efficient and functional kitchen.


âœ³ï¸� SUPPORTS FOR OVENS (âž¡ï¸� read here... )
The supports for ovens in AISI 304 stainless steel (a resistant, easy to clean and hygienic material, ideal for large professional kitchen environments) are important components of large professional kitchens, as they allow ovens to be positioned in a safe and stable way, while ensuring easy access to the various components of the equipment.

Additionally, stainless steel oven racks can be customized to fit specific kitchen needs, based on the size and layout of appliances. For example, they can be made with a wider base to accommodate larger ovens or a narrower base to fit more limited spaces.

In some cases, stainless steel oven supports can be equipped with additional shelves, useful for placing cooking utensils and accessories, or with removable drawers for storing ingredients and utensils.

Finally, many stainless steel oven stands are equipped with height-adjustable feet, which allow the equipment to be leveled even on uneven surfaces, ensuring a safe and stable installation.

âœ³ï¸� STEEL FRAMES WITH PATENTED JOINT (âž¡ï¸� read here... )
We produce high quality steel frames for the construction of sinks, blocks and tables for professional kitchens.
A distinctive feature of our products is the use of a patented joint, an ingenious detail that completely eliminates the need for welding.

This unique design allows the frames to be shipped disassembled, making the shipping process more efficient and significantly reducing transportation costs.

âœ³ï¸� USEFUL LINKS
Best cold room shelving â–¶ï¸� read here...
Know the best coolroom-shelving â–¶ï¸� read here...
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                        Leveling feet for professional kitchens
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                            These feet are available in different designs and sizes to fit the specific needs of each kitchen equipment, such as stoves, ovens, countertops and commercial dishwashers. Choosing the right leveling  ... 
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                        Cold room shelving: ALUPLAST
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                            Our cold room shelving are perfect for storing fresh food and the ALUPLAST shelf is the perfect choice for your cold room. Thanks to its aluminum and polypropylene structure, ALUPLAST is resistant and ... 
                            read more >>
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                        Shelves for cheese maturing: INOXPLAST
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                            INOXPLAST is the ideal shelf for cheese maturing. This shelving is made of high quality materials, such as steel and plastic, which give the product strength and durability.
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                        Steel shelves for food: INOX ESTRO
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                            If you're looking for a durable and versatile shelving system for your workspace, then we've got you covered. Our ESTRO INOX shelf has been designed to offer maximum flexibility, allowing you to custo ... 
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                            FORMPLAST is a shelf designed and created specifically for professionals in the dairy sector who wish to optimize the cheese maturing process. Its structure is made of AISI 304 stainless steel, a mate ... 
                            read more >>
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                        Support for steel ovens model ESTRO
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                            Made entirely of high quality stainless steel, they offer strength and heat resistance, ensuring a safe and stable support for your oven.
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                            We produce high quality steel frames for the construction of sinks, blocks and tables for professional kitchens. A distinctive feature of our products is the use of a patented joint, an ingenious deta ... 
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FORMPLAST model cheese aging shelf

[image: Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 600 mm]
Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 600 mm

[image: INOXPLAST shelf in steel and plastic: length 600 mm]
INOXPLAST shelf in steel and plastic: length 600 mm

[image: Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 700 mm]
Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 700 mm

[image: INOXPLAST shelf in steel and plastic: length 800 mm]
INOXPLAST shelf in steel and plastic: length 800 mm

[image: Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 1400 mm]
Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 1400 mm

[image: Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 800 mm]
Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 800 mm

[image: Coldroom shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 1300 mm]
Coldroom shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 1300 mm

[image: Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 1000 mm]
Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 1000 mm

[image: Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 900 mm]
Cold room shelving ALUPLAST: shelf in aluminum and plastic - length 900 mm
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                        3/28/2024
                    

                    
                        In this beautiful time of rebirth and renewal, we wish to express our warmest Easter greetings to you and your loved ones. May this holiday bring an a ... 
                        read more >>
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                        The passion for excellence and quality can be recognized in the small details and great success stories.
With pride, we share with you the latest epi ... 
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                        â–¶ï¸� One of our customers sent us a photo
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                        We received it with pleasure and are publishing it: one of our loyal customers recently sent us a photo that filled us with pride!
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                        Join us for an exclusive experience and to discover our catering solutions.
                        
                    


                



            

        	
            

                

                    
                        â–¶ï¸� We look forward to seeing you at HOST 2023
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                        Brescancin is pleased to announce its participation in the highly anticipated HOST 2023 event, the global showcase that celebrates excellence in the w ... 
                        read more >>
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                                ALUPLAST: the very easy to assemble shelf
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                                If you want to discover our complete range of products, download our complete ca ... 
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                                Download the assembly instructions for the ALUPLAST model aluminum and plastic s ... 
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                            Download the assembly instructions for ESTRO frames
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                                This detailed, easy-to-follow document will guide you step-by-step through the f ... 
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                            Download the assembly instructions for the ESTRO oven support
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                                Downloading instructions is a simple gesture that can make a big difference. You ... 
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            Brescancin S.r.l.
Via Chiavornicco 35, 33084 Cordenons, Pordenone, Italy
Tel +39 0434 532289 - WhatsApp +39 388 195 0717 - Fax +390434 45047 

Mail: brescancin@brescancin.it

P.IVA 01068840931
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